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ABSTRACT In-situ synchrotron X-ray computed microtomography with sub-micrometer voxel size was

used to study the decomposition of gas hydrates in a sedimentary matrix. Xenon-hydrate was used instead

of methane hydrate to enhance the absorption contrast. The microstructural features of the decomposition

process were elucidated indicating that the decomposition starts at the hydrate-gas interface; it does not

proceed at the contacts with quartz grains. Melt water accumulates at retreating hydrate surface. The

decomposition is not homogeneous and the decomposition rates depend on the distance of the hydrate

surface to the gas phase indicating a diffusion-limitation of the gas transport through the water phase. Gas

is found to be metastably enriched in the water phase with a concentration decreasing away from the

hydrate-water interface. The initial decomposition process facilitates redistribution of fluid phases in the

pore space and local reformation of gas hydrates. The observations allow also rationalizing earlier conjec-

tures from experiments with low spatial resolutions and suggest that the hydrate-sediment assemblies

remain intact until the hydrate spacers between sediment grains finally collapse; possible effects on

mechanical stability and permeability are discussed. The resulting time resolved characteristics of gas

hydrate decomposition and the influence of melt water on the reaction rate are of importance for a

suggested gas recovery from marine sediments by depressurization.

1. Introduction

Gas hydrates (GHs) are crystalline inclusion compounds, in which hydrogen-bonded water molecules form a

framework of cages, capturing gas molecules inside [Sloan and Koh, 2007]. Their potential as a future energy

resource, hypothetical impact on global climate, threat to transportation of hydrocarbons in pipelines as

well as their considerable capacity for gas storage have made these materials an object of intense research

worldwide [Chong et al., 2016; Falenty et al., 2014; Koh et al., 2010; Krey et al., 2009]. Commercial gas recovery

from natural reservoirs of GHs requires a detailed knowledge on GH decomposition characteristics in sedi-

mentary matrices which largely depend on the concentration and the actual fabrics of GHs within the sedi-

ments. Phase changes of solid hydrates into gas/water during decomposition and the concomitant rise of

pore pressure may significantly impact the overall mechanical properties of the sea bed and could well lead

to slope instabilities [Dillon et al., 2001; Pauli et al., 2000]. Consequently, numerous lab-scale studies on GH

decomposition in sedimentary matrices have been conducted in order to prepare for safe and efficient field

production tests. The decomposition of hydrates in sedimentary matrices is a complex process involving

phase transitions, heat transfer, and gas/water permeation [Ye and Liu, 2012]. Typically the decomposition

process is evaluated based on the overall gas production rate and little detailed information is available due

to the limitations in detecting the local hydrate evolution inside bulky pressure cells [Haligva et al., 2010; Li

et al., 2012b; Linga et al., 2009]. Based on the variation of gas production rates the decomposition process

was found to be nonuniform with time, with pressure reduction governing the fast free gas release stage,

remaining sensible heat dominating the decomposed-gas recovery stage, and ambient heat conduction

forcing the final low-rate gas production stage [Li et al., 2012b; Zhao et al., 2015]. A reformation process of

hydrates was also suggested to occur during gas production inside a bulk vessel as deduced from tempera-

ture anomalies, which were declared to result from an insufficient supply of sensible heat [Zhao et al., 2015].

The frequently inhomogeneous nature of the decomposition process was largely ascribed to the local

build-up of differential pressures and heat [Li et al., 2012b; Zhao et al., 2015]. However, neither of these
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studies provided details on the microstructural evolution of hydrates in pore spaces, which are ultimately

necessary to confirm these findings.

Quartz or silica sands with grain diameters ranging from 100 to 630 mm were most widely employed as

equivalent for natural sedimentary porous matrices [Kono et al., 2002; Li et al., 2012a, 2012b; Linga et al.,

2009; Tang et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2015]. Hydrate decomposition was found to be completed faster in finer

silica sands, indicating a grain-size-dependent behavior, which was attributed to lower initial hydrate satura-

tions in finer grain sediments [Liu et al., 2008]. Nevertheless, the porosity, permeability, and pore-scale gas/

water redistribution during hydrate decomposition could also exert a significant influence on gas produc-

tion rate. In fact, the distribution pattern of GHs in pore spaces was found to have a crucial impact on per-

meability of hydrate-bearing sediments, which will directly influence the gas and water release process

[Kleinberg et al., 2003]. Yet the time-dependent microstructural characteristics of GHs in pore spaces during

decomposition are still largely unclear.

Efforts have also been made toward larger field-scale. Extensive numerical work on the gas production poten-

tial of various hydrate accumulations has been conducted based on the actual geological and oceanographic

data in Mallik site of Canada, Nankai Trough of Japan, and Alaska North Slope of USA [Anderson et al., 2011;

Konno et al., 2010a; Moridis, 2004; Moridis et al., 2004]. An effective permeability of hydrate-bearing sediments

higher than a threshold value was considered crucially necessary for depressurization-induced gas production

from marine hydrate reservoirs [Konno et al., 2010b]. Moreover, extremely high local pressure at the decompo-

sition front would possibly result in fracturing of the hydrate-sediment for cases of low permeability due to the

loss of sediments strength [Pauli et al., 2003; Tsimpanogiannis and Lichtner, 2007]. The secant modulus was

measured to drop by 42.6% after hydrate decomposing for 48 h, indicating a distinct difference in mechanical

properties of hydrate-bearing sediments after hydrate decomposition, which might be a potential inducement

of slope instability [Song et al., 2014]. The abovementioned studies have provided a first understanding of over-

all gas production behavior on both lab-scale and field-scale. However, plenty of challenges and open issues

still remain; of particular interest is the role of the initial distribution patterns of hydrates in natural sands and

the changing geomechanical and reservoir/well stability [Moridis, 2011]. Moreover, the majority of reservoir gas

production simulations are unable to take the microstructural evolution of GHs during gas production into

account; instead a series of assumptions are usually made including the homogeneous distribution of GHs in

pores, a parallel heat flow through fluids and solids, the neglect of water movement, and a constant permeabil-

ity [Ji et al., 2001; Xu and Ruppel, 1999].

Consequently, attempts have been made to provide insight into hydrate decomposition process (natural or syn-

thesized) through various visualization techniques across a range of scales of hydrate accumulations from large

field-scale [Collett, 1999; Hyndman et al., 1999], laboratory pilot-scale (over 100 l vessel volume) [Li et al., 2012b;

Wang et al., 2016], core-scale (usually cylindrical samples with diameter of less than 10 cm) [Baldwin et al., 2003;

Gao et al., 2005], to pore-scale (pores down to several microns) [Tohidi et al., 2001]. The most rudimentary form

of visualization is a 2-D or even 3-D profiling with thermocouples distributed inside large pressure vessels [Li

et al., 2012b; Wang et al., 2016] that directly illustrate the location-dependent differential temperature resulting

from the complex heat transfer process during hydrate decomposition, albeit with quite coarse resolutions.

Studies on core-scale decomposition characteristics of hydrates have been reported; decomposition of tetrahy-

drofuran (THF) hydrates through raising temperature followed with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed

melting at the water-hydrate interface even though the temperature distribution in solid hydrate phase was uni-

form, which indicated an inhomogeneous nature of decomposition [Gao et al., 2005]. A structured layer with

semi-clathrate organizations was hypothesized to exist at the decomposing interface, where hydrates preferen-

tially decayed [Gao et al., 2005]; another explanation is that hydrates isolated from the liquid phase were found

more difficult to decompose requiring higher temperature [Tohidi et al., 2000]. Likewise, a radially shrinking

decomposition pattern initiated at outer edge of the cylinder-shaped sample was also observed [Baldwin et al.,

2003]. But there is no gas phase involved for THF system; therefore it is at least questionable if THF formation/

decomposition is comparable to GHs. In any case, observation at a scale of several hundred microns or even

smaller is still beyond the resolution of MRI technique. Methane gas release from hydrate decomposition was

also observed with high-resolution optical microscopy, which offered some information on 2-D gas/water rear-

rangements during hydrate decomposition [Katsuki et al., 2008]. In-situ Raman spectroscopy was found helpful

in observing the decomposition of hydrates by providing time-resolved spectra for CH4 molecules encaged in

hydrate cavities during hydrate decomposition [Komai et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2008], but powerless in illustrating
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detailed morphological characteristics of decomposing hydrates in pores. Cryo scanning electron microscopy

(cryo-SEM) allows a more detailed access of surface properties down to the nanometer scale on recovered sam-

ples, which has been extremely useful for the observation of GHs and ice surfaces [Falenty et al., 2014; Kuhs

et al., 2000]. Nevertheless, this method is limited by the difficulty of separating ice and hydrates in frozen state

and possible artifacts arising during the recovery and quench. Similar problems were encountered in observa-

tions on cryo-preserved GH samples recovered from the seafloor via synchrotron X-ray tomographic microscopy

[Klapp et al., 2012; Murshed et al., 2008]. Attempts to observe hydrate decomposition were also made through

X-ray computed tomography (X-CT). Inhomogeneous decomposition patterns with the dissociating front mov-

ing radially inward from the vessel wall were observed, which was attributed to the thermally dominated

decomposition after instant depressurization and the heat transfer through the vessel wall [Kneafsey et al.,

2007]. In a combination of X-ray tomographic imaging and acoustic signal measurements [Waite et al., 2008], a

nonuniform hydrate redistribution resulting from water migration after a depressurization and subsequent

repressurization process was observed and its effect on acoustic properties of hydrate-bearing quartz sands was

investigated; this study suggests significant effects of gas/water/hydrate rearrangements during decomposition

on the physical characteristics of porousmatrices containing GHs. Yet insufficient spatial resolution did not allow

following the pore-scale microstructural evolution of GH decomposition and its possible links to changes in

bulk properties. This limitation has been overcome only recently with a synchrotron X-ray tomographic study of

GH formation in sedimentary matrices [Chaouachi et al., 2015; Sell et al., 2016]. Sub-micrometer resolution imag-

ing allowed for the first time for an unequivocal identification of a fluid phase film with the thickness of up to

several microns between hydrates and the surfaces of quartz grains [Chaouachi et al., 2015]. In this study some

preliminary observations of hydrate decomposition at the pore scale were also made. Here we extend this in-

situ time-resolved study on the decomposition characteristics of GHs in sedimentary matrices. Special attentions

are placed on the microstructural evolution during GH decomposition, on local decomposition rates as well as

on the fate of released gas and melt water during decomposition. The sub-mm pixel size observations are

expected to have implications for the understanding of the decomposition mechanism and its effect on physi-

cal properties during gas recovery from natural hydrate reservoirs, but may also shed some light onto GH

decomposition processes in applications from chemical engineering.

2. Experimental

The formation and decomposition of GHs were investigated in-situ through high-resolution synchrotron

radiation X-ray tomography (SRXCT) at the TOMCAT beamline, Swiss Light Source (SLS), Paul Scherrer Insti-

tute (PSI) in Villigen (Switzerland) [Marone and Stampanoni, 2012; Stampanoni et al., 2006]. With high bril-

liance, a flexible selection of the energy window and exceptional optics for sub-micrometer pixel sizes

(down to 350 nm in full-field geometry) this beamline is particularly well adapted to follow dynamic pro-

cesses in-situ in complex environmental cells. For the experiments presented here the X-ray beam energy

was set to 21.9 keV to assure the optimal tradeoff between attenuation and data collection time. After pene-

trating the sample, X-rays are converted into visible light by a 20 lm thick LuAG:Ce scintillator, tenfold

enlarged with an optical objective (UPLAPO10x) and digitized by a high-resolution CCD camera (2560 3

2160 pixels). Each acquired tomogram consists of 3201 individual projections collected over 1808 in under

12 min. The data were reconstructed by a gridded Fourier transform-based algorithm [Henke et al., 1993;

Shulakova et al., 2013] which yields an image matrix of 2560 3 256032160 voxels. With a resulting isomet-

ric voxel size of 0.65 mm it is possible to resolve fine microstructural details at interfaces between gas, water,

sediment grains and hydrate. To enhance density contrast differences between these phases methane gas

has been substituted with xenon, known to be similar with respect to solubility and diffusivity as well as

physical properties of the resulting GHs [Chaouachi et al., 2015]. The substitution also allows for more mod-

est formation conditions of merely �0.4 MPa at T5276 K that alleviate potential hazards of operating under

high pressures with explosive gas, a serious concern at large scale research facilities (e.g., synchrotrons,

reactors, spallation sources etc.). Data used to establish compositional gradients in water films were addi-

tionally enhanced with a simultaneous phase and amplitude extraction algorithm (phase-retrieval) [Paganin

et al., 2002] which for some loss of resolution improves the dynamic range of reconstructed projections.

GHs for decomposition experiments were prepared in-situ from a mixture of fine frost particles and natural

quartz sand (200–300 mm) from Lyubertsy (Moscow region, Russia) [Chuvilin et al., 2011]. The frost was pre-

pared with pure water instead of sea water, due to the concern that hydrate formation from salty water will
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likely lead locally to the generation of artificially highly concentrated brine, thereby introducing possible

disturbances to the measured X-ray contrast. The presence of sea water in the system or its absence (pure

water) would not have a pivotal influence on the presented findings. A portion of the homogenized starting

material was loaded and compacted under liq. N2 into an aluminum sample holder that was later mounted

at the base of a custom built pressure cell [Chaouachi et al., 2015]. After sealing the setup with a TECAPEI

(Polyetherimide) dome, the ambient atmosphere surrounding the sample was purged via several compres-

sion and decompression cycles with pure Xe gas while staying below the thermodynamic stability boundary

of Xe-hydrate. The pressure inside the cell was logged with an ASHCROFT KXD pressure sensor every 5 s.

During the thermal equilibration toward the chosen experimental conditions frost transforms to juvenile

water that fills on average �17 vol.% of pore spaces [Chaouachi et al., 2015]. The temperature of the sample

is actively regulated within6 0.1 deg. via a PID controlled Peltier element at the base of the setup. After

reaching a constant temperature of 276 K the Xe pressure was increased to 0.4 MPa to transform pore water

into Xe-hydrates. The formation process was followed in a series of steps with the so-called ‘‘stop-and-go’’

in-situ tomography [Chaouachi et al., 2015; Falenty et al., 2015]. With this approach the ongoing reaction is

periodically paused by a rapid decrease of pressure from the formation conditions (�0.33 MPa) down to

the stability boundary (0.22 MPa). In this equilibrium state tomography scans can be taken on the essential-

ly static system. The further reaction is triggered by a subsequent repressurization to the formation condi-

tions. The procedure is repeated several times to capture consecutive stages of the formation until nearly a

full conversion where no fast uptake of Xe gas is observed. Further on, the sample was repressurized for the

last time and kept at the formation conditions (0.33 MPa) for �20 min in attempt to convert minute amount

of rest water before the decomposition cycles began [Chaouachi et al., 2015].

The decomposition of the in-situ grown GHs formed with the above procedure was followed in three stages.

In the first step aiming for the initial surface destruction the pressure was rapidly dropped to ambient atmo-

sphere and repressurized to the stability boundary within 10 s. After a period of stabilization the first tomo-

gram was taken. In the second decomposition step the pressure was rapidly reduced from the stability limit

to �0.195 MPa. Immediately after closing the system the pressure quickly increased due to the rapid

decomposition. After several minutes the reaction slowed down as it was approaching the stability bound-

ary and a tomogram could be taken. Even if not fully equilibrated, changes to GH microstructures at this

stage are small enough not to affect the quality of the reconstructions. The same procedure was repeated

for the final, third stage; the pressure-time protocol followed is shown in Figure 1.

3. Results

3.1. Microstructural Setting Resulting From the Formation Process

At the final stage of the formation the majority of free water is found to be transformed into polycrystalline

hydrate accumulations unevenly distributed in the sedimentary matrix (see Figure 2). Such inhomogeneous distri-

butions of GHs are repeatedly reported in numerous studies investigating GH formation in fully and partially

Figure 1. The stop-and-go procedure for the in situ formation and decomposition of Xe-hydrate. Green/Red sections mark the duration of

individual tomographic scans.
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water saturated sedimentary matrices on

scales from a few mm to several cm; they are

usually ascribed to the nature of the GH

nucleation and the locally varying p-T condi-

tions. In the partially water saturated systems

the location of GH accumulations can be

additionally affected by the initial water distri-

bution and its displacement during the pres-

surization as we observed in our recent work

[Chaouachi et al., 2015]. From this work the

average size of freshly formed clathrate crys-

tals appears to be a few mm but some of the

crystals can reach 10–20 mm. This broad distri-

bution is well recognizable in the uneven

morphology of GHmasses where larger, near-

ly isometric crystals protrude into pore spaces

from accumulations of smaller ones.

In particular for lower water concentrations

clathrate crystals are predominantly orga-

nized in layers enveloping quartz grains (see

Figure 2); the contact is mediated by a layer

of water up to a mm thick that can be best

identified at grain boundaries between indi-

vidual polyhedral crystals of GHs [Chaouachi

et al., 2015]. The presence of such a water

film is likely to be an intrinsic property of

quartz-GH interfaces and has been already inferred in early light microscopic investigations [Tohidi et al., 2001]

and predicted by several computer simulations [Bagherzadeh et al., 2012; Bai et al., 2011; Liang et al., 2011]. In

frame of the Hamaker approach this residual water can be seen as a consequence of molecular interactions

between quartz and clathrate that favor a transitional disordered, liquid layer over a direct contact [Bonnefoy

et al., 2005]. Following this argumentation, the chemical activity of gas molecules in this water film is likely to

approach that of GHs but due to molecular interactions the crystallization is inhibited. At near equilibrium con-

ditions with their continuous formation-dissolution cycles at the clathrates interface water is expected to be

supersaturated in gas molecules. They can either remain metastably dissolved in the liquid by a cooperative

loss of long-range order resembling a dislocation saturated crystal [Poirier, 2000] or form nm size bubbles [Liang

et al., 2011; Smirnov and Stegailov, 2012; Yagasaki et al., 2014] as a consequence of the high entropic cost of the

hydrophobic hydration leading to hydrophobic assembly [Chandler, 2005]; it may well be that the initial single-

molecule hydrophobic hydration is rapidly followed by the nucleation of nm size bubbles. In any case, a molec-

ular picture of this gas-enriched water cannot be drawn from our experimental data [Chaouachi et al., 2015].

Within the resolution of our experiment, all conceivable enrichment scenarios will provide a comparable effect

of increased absorption (i.e., changes in the gray values for water phase) in comparison to the gas-free liquid.

Clathrate crystals are also found to agglomerate in porous structures that fill voids between quartz grains

(see Figure 2). Pores of such accumulations are predominantly filled with gas but in some places the growth

of GH crystals entraps small volumes of formation water. In contrary to interfacial water at the boundaries

to quartz, these inclusions will eventually transform fully into GHs; yet due to a sluggish diffusive transport

of guest molecules across clathrate cages [Salamatin et al., 2015] the complete conversion would exceed

the time limitation imposed by the experiment. This is confirmed in our scans where in spite of the

repressurization before the decomposition series most of these inclusions can be found also in the first

decomposition step. Indeed, gray values measured in these inclusions also suggest a supersaturation with

gas of water contained in pockets surrounded by clathrates [Chaouachi et al., 2015].

3.2. Microstructural Features of Decomposition and Decomposition Rates

Our submicron pixel size tomographic experiments allow a detailed microstructural identification of the

decomposition features and the overall GH decomposition rates. Clearly, the decomposition process is

Figure 2. CT image illustrating the final state after the full formation pro-

cess. Clathrates crystals are primarily organized in films enveloping quartz

grains. A thin water layer (W) remains between gas hydrates (GH, white)

and quartz sands (Qz, light gray). The growth of GH crystals entraps small

volumes of formation water to form a water pocket (WP); this water was

found to be enriched in Xe gas [Chaouachi et al., 2015]. Xe gas (Xe) is shown

in gray.
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initiated at the clathrates-gas interface with polyhedral single crystals protruding into the gas phase prefer-

entially decomposed smoothening the hydrate-gas interface (see Figures 3a and 3b). On further decompo-

sition a water layer accumulates at the hydrate surface separating clathrates from the gas phase. The

subsequent decomposition still takes place at the hydrate surface (see Figures 3c and 3d) and is likely limit-

ed by the gas out-diffusion into the bulk gas phase through a gradually thickening water layer. These obser-

vations are in agreement with earlier views that the decomposition starts with a breakdown of the clathrate

surface, followed by a release of guest molecules into the surrounding liquid water [Kim et al., 1987]. It is

noteworthy that the contacts of GH with the quartz grains remain unchanged until the decomposition front

reaches this interface from the hydrate side, i.e., until the very end of the decomposition process (see sup-

porting information Figure S1); this scenario with the hydrate spacers remaining largely intact will enhance

the mechanical strength of the sediments until the final collapse (see supporting information Figure S1).

The density contrast between Xe hydrates and other components is sufficiently large to open the full access

to spatial features of the hydrate phase via a gray scale threshold method in ImageJ [Abr�amoff et al., 2004;

Promentilla and Sugiyama, 2010] (see supporting information Figure S2). The decomposition rate is then

obtained through the area/volume of the decomposed hydrates and the duration of decomposition. The

decomposition process in our experiment is completed in a time span of about half an hour of which the

initial microstructures and three decomposition stages were captured by tomographic imaging. Note that

the decomposition proceeds with locally varying rates even in each single stage, so the decomposition rates

provided here are average rates. In stage I they range from 34.79 to 227.82%/min (the relative decomposi-

tion rate is defined as the ratio of the absolute rate to the hydrate area/volume before decomposition, and

the rate over 100% indicates that hydrates will be completely decomposed within 1 min), with the global

decomposition rate of 107.06%/min; hydrates in stage II decompose distinctly slower, with the rates ranging

from 2.08 to 4.13%/min and the global rate of 2.48%/min; the rates in the stage III decline to 0.07–0.78%/

min with an average global rate of 0.60%/min (see Table S1). The decomposition rate, irrespective of area

and volume, shows a dependence on reaction time; in other words, hydrates decompose the fastest when

decomposition is initiated, and then decelerate with time. This is in accordance with a 3-D simulation of

hydrate decomposition based on Kim-Bishnoi intrinsic kinetic models [Sun and Mohanty, 2006], and an

experimental study on gas production behavior by depressurization [Haligva et al., 2010]. But in our case,

the sharper pressure drop in the beginning stage than the following stages and the corresponding larger

difference in the fugacity of gases at equilibrium pressure and decomposing pressure are also responsible

for the initially faster decomposition. If the water layers formed at the hydrate surface remain largely unper-

turbed during decomposition, the escape of liberated gas molecules into the bulk gas phase should be lim-

ited primarily by the solubility and diffusivity of xenon in water; the equilibrium values are 1.6 3 1024 mg

L21 at 276 K for the solubility and 9.3 3 1026 cm2 s21 at 283 K for the diffusivity of Xe gas in water [Haynes,

2014]. Yet gray values measured in water appears to indicate an anomalously high enrichment of gas in the

liquid [Chaouachi et al., 2015]; the diffusivity for xenon in such supersaturated water has never been estab-

lished and merits further considerations. Since the difference in chemical potentials defines the intrinsic

Figure 3. GH decomposition in pores as a function of time. tR represents the reaction time. (a) Full formation, (b) tR510 s, (c) tR5 20.37 min, (d) tR537.87 min. The decomposition is initi-

ated at the gas-hydrate interface, and polyhedral crystals protruding from the gas hydrate (GH, white) surface will preferentially decompose to form a smooth interface in the first 10s of

decomposition (stage I, see Figure 3b). Hardly any mobile water (W, gray) is visible in this stage. Hydrate in the vicinity of quartz sands (Qz, light gray) remains largely unchanged. The

water produced from decomposition then gradually wets pore spaces enveloping residual hydrates inside after hydrate decomposing for 20.37 min (stage II, see Figure 3c). The follow-

ing decomposition takes place at the hydrate-water interface, with hydrate patch ablating toward the narrow grain contacts. Concomitantly the water film thickens over time (stage II

and III, see Figures 3c and 3d). Xe gas (Xe) is shown in gray.
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driving force for the decomposition we expect that a high chemical activity of xenon at the decomposing

hydrate-water boundary slows down further desorption of gas out of the clathrates’ interface. Concentra-

tion gradients will lead to a diffusive flow of xenon toward the water-gas interface. As a result, hydrate

patches closer to the gas-water interface are more likely to decompose than those further away due to the

shorter gas diffusion pathways through the water phase (see Figure 4). Moreover, the pressure was found

to bounce back to the stability boundary rather slowly at the end of stage II and III (see Figure 1), which fur-

ther corroborates the diffusion limited escape of gas from melting hydrate across the water layer with a

resulting slowly decreasing driving force for decomposition. Our results provide strong evidence for a rate-

limiting role of the water layer located between hydrates and free gas; the permeation limitation of any gas

produced during decomposition is enhanced with increasing thickness of the water layer, which explains

the deceleration of the decomposition reaction with time. This two stage character of the decomposition

appears to be formally analogous to the 2-stage processes during GH formation on ice spheres, where a first

rapid hydrate film formation on the surface is followed by an increasingly slowing down transformation,

due to a diffusion-limited transport of gas through the growing hydrate phase [Falenty et al., 2013;

Salamatin et al., 2015]. Attempts have been made on the mass transfer mechanism during hydrate decom-

position, and tube structures were suggested to connect decomposing and well-preserved hydrate patches

as a pathway of degassing [Klapp et al., 2012]. However, the ex-situ processing of the sample with liquid

nitrogen overshadows this mass transfer regime. A numerical study on gas production from hydrate accu-

mulations through depressurization also indicates the negative effect of water production on gas produc-

tion rate [Moridis et al., 2004], yet without any specific microstructural evidence. The decomposition rates in

the first stage also show a spatial inhomogeneity along the vertical direction of the sample. Hydrates closer

to the top appear more likely to decompose faster (see Table S1). This possibly arises from the lower

hydrate saturation and the resulting higher permeability in upper sections of the cylindrical sample, which

both help the out-diffusion of liberated gas. In the following stages, the gas-diffusion-limited decomposition

is clearly governed by water production and redistribution. The established decomposition rates together

with our submicron observations should provide good guidance to understand the kinetics of GH decom-

position in porous matrices in general - in particular for a depressurization-induced gas recovery from

marine sediments, where an analogous scenario with water layer acting as a diffusion barrier decelerating

the decomposition should be expected as well.

3.3. Water Production and Redistribution

In the course of the initial decomposition process, hardly any mobile water is visible (see Figure 3b). The

water produced from hydrate decomposition is either trapped within the hydrate patch as a water pock-

et (WP) replacing gas pores (see supporting information Figure S1), or involved in the secondary hydrate

Figure 4. Local tomograms showing the diffusion limitation effect of water on hydrate decomposition. (a) tR5 20.37 min, (b) tR537.87

min. Gas hydrate (GH, white) patches closer to the gas-water interface (see red arrows) decompose more readily than those further away

(see yellow arrows), due to the shorter pathway for gas to diffuse into the bulk gas phase. Quartz sands (Qz) are shown in light gray, Xe

gas (Xe) and water (W) in gray.
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formation process (discussed in chapter 3.5). The formation of WPs is mainly attributed to the porous

structure and the predominantly hydrophilic character of the GH phase [Chaouachi et al., 2015; Hirata

and Mori, 1998] coupled with capillary forces, which drive water formed at the hydrate-gas interface

inside hydrate patches. The gas release and locally inhomogeneous heat distribution also play some role

in water migration, but due to the minute volume of melt water generated at this stage a more precise

influence of these parameters could not be evaluated. A similar behavior that nearly no water is pro-

duced in the first moments of hydrate decomposition has been reported as well [Li et al., 2011]. Our

observations allow tracing back the fate of melt water, supersaturated in Xe gas, which gradually invades

pore spaces. By the end of stage II of hydrate decomposition residual hydrates are nearly fully immersed

in the melt water (see Figure 3c) with only a few gas filled pores remaining within hydrate patches. The

hydrate decomposition front tends to mirror the shape of neighboring water-gas boundaries, forming

meniscus-shaped water layers with a fairly uniform thickness between hydrates and gas phase at the

end of stage II of decomposition (see Figures 5a and 5b). If water layer thicknesses are initially somewhat

different, the thicker water layers would lead to a slower decomposition process of the underlying GHs

due to the longer diffusion pathways; this in turn would slow down the increase of water layer thickness

with time and eventually result in similar thicknesses (see Figures 5c and 5d). These observations corrob-

orate the central role of melt water acting as a diffusion barrier limiting further decomposition and thus

decelerating the decomposition processes. It should be noted that in larger systems than discussed here

Figure 5. (a, b) tR5 20.37 min. The decomposing front of gas hydrate (GH, white) mirrors the shape of neighboring water-gas boundaries;

Red dotted lines are drawn parallel to the interface as a guide to the eye. (c) tR5 20.37 min, (d) tR537.87 min. Thicker water layers (W,

gray, see red arrow) clearly lead to a slower decomposition process of the underlying GHs (which in turn slows down the increase of water

layer thickness with time); conversely, thinner water layers (see yellow arrow) contribute to a faster decomposition of hydrates and an

increase of local water layer thickness. Quartz sands (Qz) are shown in light gray, Xe gas (Xe) in gray.
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this fundamental aspect of decomposition will be coupled with the heat transfer efficiency which in

combination may introduce additional local inhomogeneities.

At the end of stage II melt water is collecting mainly at the contacts between quartz grains and narrower

intergranular spaces (see Figure 6a). The surface tensions of hydrophilic quartz sands together with capillary

forces likely play an important role in this redistribution. It should be also noted that a gas release during

continuous depressurization might have additional influence on the water migration but is not well cap-

tured in our few scans. Even more pronounced water displacement can be observed in stage III of hydrate

decomposition (see Figure 6b), but instead of a complete rearrangement, existing water patches grow in

size in our case as more melt water is supplied. The accumulation of water at pore throats will also strongly

decrease the effective gas permeation rates [Byrnes et al., 1979; Thomas and Ward, 1972], thereby consider-

ably slowing down the hydrate decomposition. This indicates the significance of an effective water removal

from decomposing hydrate accumulations for a fast and continuous gas production when expanded to field

scale tests in marine sediments through a depressurization method.

3.4. Gas Enrichment of Water

The metastable enrichment of xenon in the melt water during the decomposition (see chapter 3.1) should

be seen as a kinetic effect originating in the inability of the system to rapidly move across the solubility gap

from very high gas concentration found in GHs to much lower in liquid water. The persistence time of this

metastable state is not well known but its sheer presence at the GH interface is likely to have a strong influ-

ence on the local decomposition rates. It may also enable local reformation process of GHs in spite of being

globally away from the stability conditions [Chaouachi et al., 2015]. A high (metastable) gas concentration in

water produced from GH decomposition is consistent with earlier observations by optical microscopy which

did not show any visible gas bubbles evolving during decomposition as long as the pressure was not

completely released [Tohidi et al., 2001]. A high concentration of gas molecules in the water at GH interface

has been also proposed in the explanation of a long survivability of GH shells surrounding rising bubbles in

underwater gas plumes [Mori, 1998]. A gradient of gas concentration across the water layer in the direction

perpendicular to the interface was suggested as well [Mori and Mochizuki, 1997], yet without any indication

of the spatial extent into the water column. Our microtomographic data enhanced with the phase retrieval

algorithm [Paganin et al., 2002] offer a unique access to this missing information in the form of spatial varia-

tions of the absorption characteristics on the mm-scale.

By following a change in gray values away from GH interface across the water layer we provide the first

experimental evidence of a gas concentration gradient in the direction away from the hydrate surface,

shown in Figure 7a. The density contrast of the enriched water decreases initially fast with the increasing

distance from the hydrate surface and then levels off at about 12 mm distant from the hydrate-water inter-

face (see Figure 7b); the long distance over which the gray-scale values decrease cannot be ascribed to the

Figure 6. Vertical sections showing water redistributions during decomposition at two time steps. (a) tR5 20.37 min, (b) tR537.87 min.

Water (W, gray) appears to uniformly adhere to intergranular spaces at the end of stage II of the decomposition (see a). Most of the residu-

al gas hydrates (GH, white) accumulate at the bottom of the scanned region, enveloped by water. Water patches grow with the decompo-

sition (see red arrows in Figure 6b), rather than a complete rearrangement. Quartz sands (Qz) are shown in light gray, Xe gas (Xe) in gray.
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refractory edge enhancement at the water-GH boundary that spans over a much shorter distance (see sup-

porting information Figure S3). The change in gray values also cannot be contributed to a density fluctua-

tion in pure substances (measured far from edges) like quartz or water. The standard deviation of the gray

scale is fairly insignificant, within �1%. GH accumulations with a few mm size crystals will be commonly

affected by the edge enhancement and thus may display some visible fluctuation in gray values but this

fact remains without a consequence for the established concentration gradient in water. The high concen-

tration close to the GH is likely to originate in a dynamic exchange of gas and water existing at the phase

boundary, in which gas escaping from destructed cages and recaptured for reformation constantly take

place on a ms to s time scale. Such a gas-enriched boundary layer is likely to be present also at the hydrate-

water interface at pressure conditions inside the stability field of the hydrates. During the decomposition, a

constant depletion of gas molecules via diffusion from this oversaturated interface into remote water and

eventually into bulk gas will drive the further decomposition of GHs. Since the escape rate of gas molecules

is controlled by rather low diffusivity and solubility of Xe in water (see Figure 7c) a well pronounced concen-

tration gradient is established.

The gradient of gas enrichment strongly supports the diffusion limited nature of hydrate decomposition,

illustrating the significant role of the water layer next to the decomposing hydrate with a resulting sluggish

escape of gas molecules in the course of hydrate decomposition. The high gas activity in the water close to

the hydrate will considerably reduce the driving force of decomposition, which is given by the difference in

chemical potential [Kashchiev and Firoozabadi, 2002]. However, these metastable enrichments will not be

Figure 7. (a) Tomographic image illustrating the meniscus-shaped water layer (W, gray), and the gas concentration gradient across the

water layer. To visualize the gradient, the reconstruction has been enhanced with the phase-retrieval algorithm. Gray scales are taken

along each yellow dotted line and plotted (see Figure 7b). Quartz sands (Qz) are shown in light gray, Xe gas (Xe) in gray and gas hydrates

(GH) in white. (b) Mean gray scale on each line presumably in parallel with the hydrate surface (see a) against its distance from the hydrate

surface. The distance is calculated by averaging the distances of 10 points on the line. The trend line is fitted through the diffusion equa-

tion based on the Fick’s law. The red hollow circle marks a measurement point possibly influenced by the refractory edge enhancement at

the GH-water interface and thus not used in the curve fitting. (c) A conceptual model depicting the gas concentration gradient across the

water layer resulting from the gas diffusion, with quartz in gray, GHs in yellow, water in blue and gas in white. Hollow spheres are drawn

to simulate the accumulation and diffusion of gas molecules produced from hydrate decomposition in the water layer.
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maintained for extended periods of time, even when the system is kept at equilibrium conditions (globally

maintained during the tomographic sweeps). Due to the concentration gradient the xenon gas maintained

in the water phase will continue to be diffusively transported into the bulk gas phase. Unfortunately, the

gray-scale values of tomograms reconstructed from regions-of-interest data cannot be brought on an abso-

lute scale so that absolute values of the concentration gradient cannot be given.

3.5. Gas Hydrate Reformation

Secondary hydrate formation during decomposition (hence at global p-T conditions outside stability field)

can be triggered locally by fulfilling a set of conditions that involve the endothermic nature of decomposi-

tion [Sloan and Koh, 2007], Joule-Thomson effect [Seol and Myshakin, 2011], local repressurization resulting

from capillary pressure [Henry et al., 1999], preexisting GH surface (no nucleation barrier) and anomalous

enrichment of xenon in water sufficiently large to initiate the reaction. This phenomenon would possibly

result in temporal, local plugging problems of gas and water transportation and thus a local pressure rise

[Lee et al., 2010], which may have a detrimental impact for a sustainable gas recovery [Seol and Myshakin,

2011] as well as on the sediment stability. Results from large-scale numerical simulations have depicted the

reformation of GHs during depressurization by a substantial increase of hydrate saturation remote from the

decomposing front [Moridis and Reagan, 2007]. Likewise, with the help of distributed pressure sensors in

the vessel, hydrate regeneration during decomposition was also suggested by a local pressure increase [Lee

et al., 2010], yet without microstructural evidence.

Our findings clearly demonstrate that localized hydrate reformation from melt water (see chapter 3.4) is

possible (see Figure 8) albeit only within stage I of decomposition, where the reaction is very rapid and the

high saturation of GHs may cause local repressurization. The reformation occurs preferentially at the exist-

ing hydrate surface wherever favorable local p-T-x conditions are found; these are controlled by a spatial

inhomogeneous heat distribution due to the endothermic character of hydrate decomposition, as well as a

local pressure increase arising from the low permeability and capillary forces. Consequently, reformed

hydrates are frequently found to replace gas pockets residing in hydrate patches and fill narrow gaps

between quartz crystals (see Figure 8). Moreover, our tomographic images indicate that regions with high

hydrate saturations are more likely to facilitate a secondary hydrate formation. Further decomposition

stages with slower decomposition rates and lower hydrate saturations do not show any substantial reforma-

tion. Mitigation of possible plugging problems deriving from the local reformation effect during

depressurization-induced gas production may require an effective management of the reaction rate, such

as keeping a smaller pressure difference between internal-equilibrium and outlet during depressurization

[Lee et al., 2010].

Figure 8. Secondary hydrate formation during decomposition. (a) Full formation, (b) tR510s. Gas hydrate (GH, white) reformation is taking

place via a growth at the existing hydrate surface toward gas phase (red arrows and lines). Reformed hydrates can also replace gas pockets

in hydrate patches (yellow arrows). Quartz sands (Qz) are shown in light gray, Xe gas (Xe) and water (W) in gray.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

4.1. Comparison of Xenon and Methane Case

Xenon and methane as well as their corresponding hydrates display a number of similar physical properties

allowing for a convenient substitution of one gas with another one [Chaouachi et al., 2015]. At the same

time Xe offers greatly enhanced absorption of X-rays (without which the observations on the concentration

gradients in the water film could hardly have been made) and alleviates a number of serious risks related to

the operations with potentially explosive gas under pressure (which is a critical point at large scale research

facilities). However, it should be kept in mind that the substitution is not perfect in every respect even if far

more accurate than in case of e.g., THF hydrate. Xe being heavier than methane displays greater solubility

in water; a factor of 3.86 at 273.15 K [Haynes, 2014]. This might have helped somewhat the metastable

enrichments of Xe gas in water during decomposition. Methane, on the other hand, can diffuse about 33%

faster than xenon in water at 283.15 K [Haynes, 2014], which may somewhat enhance the diffusion limited

decomposition when extrapolated to methane case. Since the decomposition behavior is largely governed

by the supersaturation of melt water in the vicinity to GH surface, the differences in the solubility and diffu-

sion coefficients will influence the shape of the compositional gradient, but the phenomena are expected

to be qualitatively the same. Indeed, molecular dynamics and electron microscopic work on methane

hydrate decomposition have repeatedly observed the formation of nano- to micro- scale gas bubbles which

may be the vesicles for the metastable enrichments in the liquid state [Bagherzadeh et al., 2013, 2015;

Uchida et al., 2016a, 2016b]. Persistence and size of such nano-bubbles is likely to be somewhat different for

Xe and CH4 systems.

4.2. Decomposition and Mechanical Stability

The decomposition of GHs by depressurization does not lead to a sudden disintegration of all GH crystals in

the volume. On the contrary, characteristically the initial melting is triggered at hydrate surfaces with crys-

tals protruding into the gas phase. Due to a larger specific surface area and hence very unfavorable surface

free energy of such interface the initial decomposition smoothens the GH surface through the melting and

partial reformation (see Figures 9a and 9b). The melting of GH is a classic example of the first order transi-

tion where thermodynamically unstable clathrate crystals can coexist for prolonged time with the decom-

position products. With the continuous depletion of gas from the melt water the reformation becomes

increasingly less likely and water molecules accumulate at the retreating hydrate surface thus forming a

gradually thickening diffusion barrier. The hydrate dissolution front ultimately mirrors the shape of the

neighboring gas-water interface, resulting from the gas diffusion mechanism (see Figure 9c). GH patches

continue to shrink with external hydrate surface ablating toward narrow grain contacts in the course of

decomposition. Notably the interfacial water film at GH-quartz interface retains the anomalously high gas

saturation throughout the dissolution process (due to limited out-diffusion gateways) as it can be recog-

nized by sharp tips of wedge-shaped hydrate patches in the interstices between grain surfaces (see Figure

9d) that hold grains in place via a cushion of water layer residing between them [Chaouachi et al., 2015].

Such a shape is likely to considerably restrain the rolling and shear motion of the grains which helps to

maintain the small-strain stiffness and shear strength of the sediments during decomposition. The hydrate

assemblies remain topologically intact until the hydrate spacers finally dissolve leading to a drop in failure

Figure 9. A conceptual model of hydrate decomposition. GHs (dark red) prefer to form close to the quartz sand (Qz, light yellow) surface with a thin water layer (WL, blue) between

them. A coarse hydrate surface with single crystals protruding into the xenon gas (Xe, white) phase will preferentially decompose to smoothen the GH-gas interface; A water layer

subsequently accumulates at the hydrate surface and then thickens with the decomposition. GHs gradually shrink toward narrow grain contacts and frequently form a wedge-shaped

hydrate patch in the interstices between grain surfaces, which will considerably help to maintain the mechanical strength of the sediments during decomposition.
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strength of the sediments [Song et al., 2014]. This regime established in our observations would provide

insights into the mechanical stability of marine sediments during a suggested depressurization-induced gas

production. Please note, hydrate decomposition induced by other approaches, like thermal stimulation,

may yield different hydrate morphologies, thus displaying different mechanical properties [Priest et al.,

2011]. Moreover, the decomposition couples with a gas production which induces a remarkable increase of

the pore pressure, especially within the low permeability regions [Max, 2003;Winters et al., 2007]. This would

intensify the total stress on the sediments, thereby likely triggering a failure as the decline of the sediment

mechanical strength; at particular risk is the hydrate reservoir in shallow soils, where a sufficient confining

pressure is not available, and thus is more prone to failure [Song et al., 2014]. Therefore, the weakening of

sediment strength with hydrate decomposition is possibly responsible for the slope failures [Max, 2003],

borehole instabilities [Nimblett et al., 2005], as well as sand problems during exploitation [Yamamoto et al.,

2014].

4.3. Mass Transfer Limitations of the Decomposition Process

Our initial gas-rich system with their - in the course of decomposition - evolving water layers and resulting

gas-water interfaces may not be archetypical for all natural environments of hydrate accumulations under

the seafloor. Yet the situations developing during decomposition with a water layer acting as a diffusive

barrier are likely operational in all sediments, also initially fully water-saturated ones after the appearance of

a bulk gas phase. In addition, our in-situ results on the gas concentration gradient across liquid water pro-

vide strong evidences on the mass transfer limitation during decomposition. As a side remark, the mass

transfer of gas in water and the elucidated possible transport mechanisms and supersaturation allow a

‘‘fresh look’’ on the formation process, and possibly a gas exchange reaction as well. The mass transfer prob-

lems have been encountered in previous investigations on the intrinsic kinetic model for hydrate growth, in

which a stirred tank reactor was employed to accelerate the transformation [Englezos et al., 1987a, 1987b];

on this basis, a rate-determining step of the gas transport into liquid water phase was assumed to simplify

the model [Skovborg and Rasmussen, 1994]. The large overpressure needed for hydrate formation in pure

liquid systems is likely also a consequence of this mass transfer limitation [Osegovic et al., 2007]. Our find-

ings on a concentration gradient of metastably enriched gas in the liquid phase during decomposition

imply a potentially positive effect of this scenario on the enhancement of hydrate reformation, despite the

mass transfer barrier; of particular interest is its application in hydrate-based techniques like natural gas

storage and transportation, where a faster and more complete transformation of water into hydrates can

likely be expected and were in fact repeatedly observed [Ohmura et al., 2003; Wu and Zhang, 2010].

4.4. Permeation of the Sedimentary Matrix

At last, we want to address the implications of our work on the permeation properties of hydrate-bearing

sediments, which vary considerably with differing microstructural growth habit of hydrates in pore spaces

[Dai et al., 2012; Kleinberg et al., 2003]; hence, the morphological evolution of hydrate patch during decom-

position will also significantly govern the permeability, and subsequently the gas production behavior. An

effective permeability higher than the threshold value is necessary for a feasible commercial gas recovery

from marine hydrate reservoirs through depressurization [Konno et al., 2010b]. Permeability is calculated to

be always higher for hydrates forming grain-coating patterns than for those displaying pore-filling at spe-

cific hydrate saturations [Dai et al., 2012; Kumar et al., 2010]. Our observations on hydrates accumulating

close to grain surfaces with a water film residing between them are supposed to result in an intermediate

permeability value in comparison with the two patterns above. Furthermore, the revealed decomposition

regime with hydrate surfaces exposed to pore gas ablating toward the quartz grain surface, rather than

evolving at the quartz-hydrate interface, will also have positive effects on the further improvements of the

sediment permeability during decomposition; because the latter scenario will eventually result in a pore-

filling pattern of hydrates in pores. As an example gas venting and water flux via the pore network was

studied for cold-vent shallow GHs at Cascadia margin with implications for their formation age [Cao et al.,

2013]; the transport could take place within the sediments as well as along the liquid layers at the hydrate-

grain interfaces.

This work is based on the observations in an mm-scale-diameter pressure vessel in order to get access to

the microstructural evolutions of hydrate decomposition; still, the scenarios established likely also provide

some insight into the microstructural changes of hydrate decomposition at larger scales up to field tests.
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Certainly, the decomposition process here is completed in a time span of tens of minutes, which is not com-

parable to that of a field test with days or even years of gas recovery. However, the evolution of microstruc-

tural features, the location of preferential decomposition sites or the out-diffusion barrier and rate-limiting

role of water layers between the decomposing clathrates and the gas phase developed in our study, will

have implications for the hydrate decomposition behavior in long-term gas production trials. Undoubtedly,

the latent heat in the reservoirs, heat supply from surrounding environments as well as mass transfer issues

in tests with increased time- and space- scales will bring about even more pronounced inhomogeneities of

hydrate decomposition and gas/water rearrangements; this is unfortunately beyond the scale of our experi-

ment and will need considerable modeling efforts. Our observations on a gas-rich system bear some gener-

alities of the decomposition behavior and could guide to model and predict also what happens in nature

scale geological settings during a depressurization-induced decomposition.
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